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Abstract: Information quantity is an important moderator of personality judgment accuracy. Some evidence suggests
that the amount of available information is positively related to accuracy. The current study utilized the social accuracy
model to investigate the effects of differences in thin slices of information quantity on the distinctive accuracy and
normativity of personality trait judgments. It was hypothesized that distinctive accuracy and normativity would increase
as information quantity increased. Participants were 431 individuals who participated in an online study that varied the
length of stimulus target observations (30 seconds, 1 minute, 3 minutes, and 5 minutes), after which judges rated targets
using other-report measures of the Big Five personality traits. For all traits combined, signiﬁcant levels of accuracy
were found for all observation lengths, but distinctive accuracy and normativity did not increase as video length
increased. Findings varied for individual traits. For distinctive accuracy, there was a linear increase with information
quantity for Extraversion and a non-linear relationship for Conscientiousness, while there was a linear decrease for
Openness. For normativity, there was a linear increase with information quantity for Agreeableness and a non-linear
relationship for Conscientiousness. There are important differences in how observation length affects distinctive
accuracy and normativity for different personality traits. © 2019 European Association of Personality Psychology
Key words: personality judgment accuracy; information quantity; social accuracy model; distinctive accuracy;
normativity

Making judgments of other people is a common task in everyday interactions. When meeting someone new, it is helpful to
be able to accurately ﬁgure out what that person is like, as this
information can inﬂuence our perceptions and interactions.
Many aspects play a role in the level of accuracy with which
a judge (the person making judgments) evaluates a target (the
person being judged), such as characteristics and behaviour
of judges, expressiveness of targets, and the type and amount
of information provided by the target (Funder, 1995; Letzring
& Funder, 2018). The amount of information is referred to as
information quantity, and this moderator is the focus of the
current investigation. When meeting an individual for the ﬁrst
time, one does not always have the luxury of hours or days to
get to know that person, and in situations such as a job
interview or speed dating, there is often a very small window
of time before an important initial decision about a person must
be made. The positive relationship between information
quantity and accuracy when there are large differences in the
amount of information available to judges (i.e. strangers vs
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years of acquaintance) is supported by previous research (Beer,
in press; Biesanz, West, & Millevoi, 2007; Colvin & Funder,
1991; Funder & Colvin, 1988). There is also a research
supporting the idea that accuracy is possible for certain traits
with just seconds or minutes of information (Carney, Colvin,
& Hall, 2007) and that accuracy improves as the length of
exposure increases from 5 to 30 minutes (Blackman & Funder,
1998; Letzring, Wells, & Funder, 2006). However, it is less
clear whether accuracy increases over smaller differences in information quantity (such as between 30 seconds and 1 minute),
and how accuracy changes over time when the components of
distinctive accuracy and normativity is examined. Distinctive
accuracy reﬂects the degree of match between the judges’
ratings of targets and what those targets are actually like,
whereas normativity (also termed stereotype accuracy or
normative accuracy) reﬂects the degree of match between the
judges’ ratings of targets and what the average person is like.
The current study examined how these components of accuracy were affected by differences in exposures to video recording of targets of durations between 30 seconds and 5 minutes.
MODELS OF ACCURACY
Realistic accuracy model
The realistic accuracy model (RAM; Funder, 1995, 1999;
Letzring & Funder, in press) is often used to describe the
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process that takes place when an accurate judgment is made.
This model describes a four-stage process in which each
stage must be successfully completed for an accurate
judgment to be possible. The process includes the stages of
relevance, availability, detection, and utilization. First, cues
must exist that are relevant to the trait being judged. For
example, if Extraversion was the trait of interest, there must
be thoughts or behaviours present that are related to a target’s
level of Extraversion. Next, the target must make those cues
available or external within the environment. In the example
of Extraversion, the target must not only have thoughts
related to his or her level of Extraversion but must also
externalize those cues in a way that is noticeable by others.
Then, the judge must detect the relevant and available cues
displayed by the target and correctly utilize those cues to
make a judgment about the trait of interest. For example,
the judge must conclude that a behaviour is related to the trait
of Extraversion, as well as how extraverted a target is based
on that cue.
In addition to describing the process by which accurate
judgments are possible, RAM also describes four moderators
of accuracy: the good target, good judge, good trait, and good
information. The good target reﬂects that some people are
more easily and accurately judged than others (Colvin, 1993;
Human & Biesanz, 2013; Mignault & Human, in press). The
good judge reﬂects that some people tend to make more
accurate judgments than others (Colman, in press; Colman,
Letzring, & Biesanz, 2017; Kolar, 1996; Letzring, 2008; Vogt
& Colvin, 2003). The good trait reﬂects that some personality
traits are more easily judged than others (Beer & Watson,
2010; Borkenau & Liebler, 1992; Funder & Dobroth, 1987;
John & Robins, 1993; Krzyzaniak & Letzring, in press;
Naumann, Vazire, Rentfrow, & Gosling, 2009). Good information has two aspects: quantity or how much information is
available to the judge and quality or how relevant the information is to the trait being judged (Beer, in press; Blackman &
Funder, 1998; Letzring et al., 2006; Letzring & Human,
2014). The current paper focuses on the quantity of information and utilizes the framework of RAM when conceptualizing
how information quantity is expected to affect accuracy.
The prediction derived from RAM is that accuracy will
increase as information quantity, in the form of the length of
recorded interactions that are observed by judges, increases.
In the current study, video lengths were 30 seconds, 1 minute,
3 minutes, and 5 minutes, and it was predicted that accuracy
would increase across these lengths.
Person model
Another model of personality trait judgment is PERSON
(which stands for personality, error, residual, stereotype,
opinion, and norm; Kenny, 2004). The components of the
PERSON model represent sources of information that people
can use when making judgments of others. PERSON is primarily a model of consensus or how closely two or more
judges agree in their ratings of a target (Kenny, Albright,
Malloy, & Kashy, 1994). Ratings with high consensus may
also be highly accurate, but it is possible to have high consensus without high accuracy in the case that people agree
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with each other but are all inaccurate. Kenny (2004) predicted that when personality is used as the accuracy criterion
and the parameters are set based on previous research results,
accuracy will increase with information quantity, and this increase will be especially apparent at low levels of acquaintance or within the ﬁrst 10 or so behaviours of the target
(p. 272).1 As the current project uses personality as the
accuracy criterion and examines differences in information
quantity based on a range of 30 seconds to 5 minutes of
observation, the prediction of the current project that
there will be a positive relationship between accuracy and
observation length is supported by PERSON.

COMPUTATIONS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF
ACCURACY
Accuracy has been calculated in many ways over the years,
which has sometimes led to some confusion about what accuracy scores mean and whether different kinds of accuracy
scores should be compared with each other. The information
that follows describes the methods that are currently used to
compute accuracy and what the accuracy scores derived from
each method mean. These types of accuracy will be referred
to in the subsequent discussion of the existing research that
has examined the relationship between information quantity
and accuracy.
Item-level correlations
Accuracy has been traditionally calculated in two main ways
within most of the existing literature (Allik, Borkenau,
Hrebícková, Kuppens, & Realo, 2015; Hall et al., 2018).
The ﬁrst type of analysis uses item-level correlations, in
which ratings on a single item across many judge–target
pairs are correlated with the accuracy criteria for that speciﬁc
item. Item-level correlations are sometimes referred to as
trait accuracy when scores for a single trait are correlated.
Trait accuracy reﬂects how well a set of judges is able to
order a set of targets on a given trait or how well individual
judges are able to order a set of targets on a single trait (Hall
et al., 2018).
Proﬁle correlations
The second traditional approach of calculating accuracy is
with proﬁle correlations, in which ratings from judges on
several items for a single target are correlated with the accuracy criteria for that same set of items. Proﬁle correlations reﬂect the similarity in the ordering of the judges’ ratings and
the accuracy criteria for several items or traits, for each
judge–target pair. When judges rate multiple targets, accuracy scores can be averaged across the targets to derive a single accuracy score for each judge, and likewise when targets
1
Changes in the parameters of the model can result in predictions of no relationship, and even a negative relationship, between accuracy and information quantity. However, the prediction of a positive relationship is based
on existing data, and this is most likely to apply to the current study.
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are rated by multiple judges, accuracy scores can be averaged
across the judges to derive a single accuracy score for each
target. It is possible to use the proﬁle correlation approach
to look at accuracy for speciﬁc traits by using only items that
assess a given trait in each correlation.
Components of accuracy
Early accuracy research primarily looked at accuracy as a
whole (e.g. Letzring et al., 2006), but when using proﬁle correlations, it is possible to separate accuracy into components,
with the most common components being distinctive accuracy and normativity (Furr, 2008). Distinctive (or differential) accuracy is consistent with what lay people typically
think accuracy means, in that it reﬂects the degree of match
between the judges’ ratings of targets and what those targets
are actually like. In other words, judges score higher in distinctive accuracy when they accurately identify how targets
differ from the average person and from each other.
Normativity (or normative accuracy or stereotype accuracy)
reﬂects the degree of match between the judges’ ratings of
targets and what the average person is like. In other words,
judges score higher on normativity when they rate targets
in line with what the average person is like. The normative
proﬁle is highly favourable, and for this reason, high
normativity also reﬂects highly favourable ratings (Rogers
& Biesanz, 2015). Some recent research has focused on a
componential approach when looking at accuracy and has
demonstrated the importance and beneﬁt of doing so, in that
results often differ based on whether distinctive accuracy or
normativity is considered (Biesanz, 2010; Biesanz & Human,
2010; Colman et al., 2017; Furr, 2008; Letzring, 2015;
Letzring & Human, 2014).
Interpretations of accuracy scores
It has been suggested that proﬁle and item-level correlations
address different questions about how judges are accurate
(Hall et al., 2018). Recall that proﬁle correlations reﬂect
how accurately a judge is able to order a set of items for a
given target, whereas item-level correlations reﬂect how accurately a set of judges is able to order a set of targets on a
given item. Although the processes of comparing several
traits within a single person and comparing many people on
a single trait could conceptually be quite different, data are
typically collected in the same way regardless of the analysis
that is used, with judges being asked to consider and rate one
target at a time without explicitly comparing targets. When
these two types of analyses are used to examine the same
data set, the results for distinctive proﬁle accuracy and
item-level accuracy are the same if the data (which must be
complete and balanced in that the variance of the predictor
is the same for all units in the analysis) are standardized in
the same way for both analyses, because these analyses simply compute average correlations in different ways (Allik
et al., 2015). The average distinctive proﬁle accuracy is the
same as the average item-level accuracy (across items) when
calculated as unstandardized relationships and weighting
each estimate by its precision (Biesanz, 2018) when the data
© 2019 European Association of Personality Psychology

are centred both within items and within targets. This relationship does not hold for normative accuracy or overall proﬁle accuracy, which incorporate mean-level information that
is removed when calculating accuracy at the item level.
Proﬁle distinctive accuracy is the weighted average of the
item-level accuracies for the items that comprise the proﬁle.
For unstandardized analyses, the speciﬁc weights are a function of the variance across targets on the validity measure
(see Biesanz, 2018, for more discussion, a detailed example,
and open-access data). For correlational analyses, a more
complex double standardization is needed to show the equivalence of proﬁle correlation and item-level correlation approaches (Allik et al., 2015). Thus, this average accuracy
score represents both the average level of accuracy in discerning traits within individuals (e.g. Is Jane more reliable
than talkative?), as well as the average level of accuracy in
being able to distinguish individual differences (e.g. Is Jane
more reliable than Jake?) across the different items/traits examined in the proﬁle.
Social accuracy model
Integrating these various accuracy metrics, more recent research has utilized multivariate approaches to the conceptualization and estimation of accuracy. In particular, a third way
of conceptualizing and estimating accuracy that more recent
research has utilized is the social accuracy model (SAM;
Biesanz, 2010, 2019). This multilevel model can be used to
separate accuracy into the components of distinctive accuracy and normativity and is a more powerful analysis than
a correlational approach (Biesanz, 2010; Cronbach, 1955;
Furr, 2008). If a multilevel model approach is used to simultaneously examine both distinctive accuracy and normativity,
it can provide a more in-depth and powerful explanation of
how accuracy is inﬂuenced by exposure to different amounts
of information (operationalized in the current study in terms
of length of video observation) about the targets. The present
manuscript examines distinctive accuracy (average accuracy
across all traits/items) as a function of information, as well
as distinctive accuracy within each of the Big Five traits (average within-target accuracy for items on a speciﬁc trait).
This latter measure assesses the ability of perceivers to accurately judge deviations around a targets’ mean trait level.

INFORMATION QUANTITY AND ACCURACY
Research investigating the role of information quantity and
accuracy has been diverse in the types of questions posed,
the methodology used to answer those questions, and—as already described—the computation of accuracy itself. Research has investigated information quantity in terms of
seconds, minutes, and even years of information (Biesanz
et al., 2007; Carney et al., 2007; Letzring et al., 2006). Some
studies utilize a third-party-observation approach in which
participants watch videos of individuals that span a few seconds to several minutes to a few hours, while other studies
have participants engage in interactions with strangers that
range from several minutes to a few hours. Other studies
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have investigated real-life acquaintanceships to study longer
term relationships that go beyond just a few hours of interaction to span a semester or many years (Biesanz et al., 2007;
Brown & Bernieri, 2017; Kenny et al., 1994).
Large differences in information quantity
It is generally accepted that accuracy is higher when more information about a target is available to the judge, which is referred to as the acquaintanceship effect. This reﬂects the
ﬁnding that judgments of personality traits tend to be more
accurate when people are judging targets with whom they
have been acquainted for an extended period of time in comparison with strangers or people with whom they have only
had brief interaction with or exposure to (Biesanz et al.,
2007; Blackman & Funder, 1998; Colvin & Funder, 1991;
Funder & Colvin, 1988). According to RAM, information
quantity moderates accuracy, and research consistently supports this prediction when there are large differences in levels
of acquaintanceship between the more and less acquainted
groups. Higher levels of self-other agreement, or how much
the ratings of a judge agree with the self-ratings of the target,
have been consistently found among natural acquaintances
compared with strangers who have only limited interaction
with or exposure to a target (Blackman & Funder, 1998;
Borkenau, Mauer, Riemann, Spinath, & Angleitner, 2004;
Colvin & Funder, 1991; Funder, 1995; Funder & Colvin,
1988). A meta-analysis that included accuracy as indexed
with item-level correlations indicated that judges who have
higher levels of physical intimacy with targets (with family
members being the highest and strangers the lowest)
achieved higher levels of self-other agreement and that this
was strongest for the traits of Neuroticism and Openness
and weakest for Extraversion (Connelly & Ones, 2010).2
Among natural acquaintances who had known each other
for a few months to many years, length of acquaintance
was positively related to self-other agreement calculated as
distinctive proﬁle correlations but not to raw proﬁle accuracy
or normativity (Biesanz et al., 2007, Study 1). In a replication, similar ﬁndings emerged, but length of acquaintanceship was negatively related to normativity (Biesanz et al.,
2007, Study 2). Overall, there is strong support for increases
in accuracy when there are large differences in the amounts
of acquaintanceship.
Smaller differences in information quantity
When differences in the amounts of information quantity are
across shorter timespans, ﬁndings are mixed. A longitudinal
study, in which accuracy was assessed with Kenny’s
SOREMO program that calculates correlations between
self-ratings and the average of judge ratings, did not ﬁnd consistent increases in self-other agreement from 2 weeks to
8 months for new dormmates (Park, Kraus, & Ryan, 1997),
2
Please note that this study represents a different way of examining the good
information moderator that is less dependent on the length of acquaintance
and instead combines information quantity and quality. Duration of acquaintance was coded, which is more similar to the current project, but its relation
with self-other agreement was not examined in the meta-analysis.
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but a longitudinal study of previously unacquainted female
college roommates found that self-other agreement increased
across acquaintanceships of 2 to 15 weeks for all of the Big
Five traits, with signiﬁcant changes for the traits of Openness
and Agreeableness (Kurtz & Sherker, 2003).3 Another longitudinal study assessed accuracy after one versus seven 20minute group interactions and found an increase in accuracy
for all traits except Extraversion (Paulhus & Reynolds,
1995). Yet another longitudinal study compared self-other
agreement of judgments based on no interaction, one 5minute conversation, and weekly conversations across
10 weeks (totaling about 30 hours of interaction) and found
that self-other agreement increased for all traits when comparing ratings before any interaction to ratings after 10 weeks
of interaction (Brown & Bernieri, 2017). The trait with the
largest increase in self-other agreement over time was Extraversion, although this was the only trait that did not have a
greater level of change between 5 minutes and 10 weeks than
between no interaction and 5 minutes.
Research has also experimentally manipulated information quantity to examine the effect on accuracy. This has
been carried out in a couple of ways, one of which is varying
the lengths of interactions or video observations. This methodology was used in the current study, and therefore, results
from these studies are the main basis of the hypotheses for
the current study. One study found that judgments following
25- to 30-minute observations of targets reached higher
levels of self-other agreement, based on raw proﬁle correlations, than judgments following only 5- to 10-minute observations, and this effect was driven by the most visible items
and items related to Extraversion and Neuroticism
(Blackman & Funder, 1998). Similarly, judgments using
the 100 items of the California Adult Q-sort following
50-minute or 3-hour interactions resulted in higher accuracy
based on proﬁle correlations than judgments made without
prior interaction, although accuracy did not differ for the
50-minute and 3-hour interactions (Letzring et al., 2006).
When manipulating even shorter quantities of exposure to
targets, support for the positive relationship between information quantity and accuracy is somewhat mixed. Judgments
based on observing videos that ranged from thin slices of
15 seconds to 5 minutes found a positive relationship between video length and item-level correlations based on trait
scores, and this effect was driven by Extraversion and Agreeableness (Carney et al., 2007). A different study found that
judgments of 5-minute video observations obtained higher
levels of distinctive accuracy and normativity (in terms of
self-other agreement based on proﬁle correlations) compared
with judgments of 30-second video observations (Human,
Jackson, & Biesanz, 2008). On the other hand, self-other
agreement was not signiﬁcantly related to increases in information quantity for judgments of 45-second observations
compared with judgments of still photographs (Beer & Watson, 2010). Finally, a meta-analysis of 44 studies with more
diverse outcomes than just self-other agreement or accuracy
(e.g. outcomes related to clinical psychology, social
3

It is not clear from the research report how accuracy was computed, but it is
likely to have been with item-level correlations.
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psychology, or deception detection) did not ﬁnd differences
in accuracy between thin-slice observations of 30 seconds
and 5 minutes (Ambady & Rosenthal, 1992). In summary,
it is unclear whether information quantity moderates accuracy when observation times are relatively short, although
previous research indicates that thin slices of information
quantity may have more impact on certain traits than others.

CURRENT STUDY AND HYPOTHESES
It was hypothesized that observation length would be positively related to both distinctive accuracy and normativity
of judgments of all Big Five traits combined. These hypotheses were identiﬁed prior to data analysis but were not
preregistered in a formal way. Based on the ﬁndings of studies with methodologies similar to the current study,4 we predicted that distinctive accuracy would be positively related to
video length. This prediction is consistent with what would
be derived from RAM and PERSON, as noted in the Models
of Accuracy section. The prediction from RAM is straightforward, in that judgments based on more information are expected to have higher levels of accuracy. The prediction
based on PERSON is more complex and depends on how
the parameters of the model are set. When the parameters
were based on previous research ﬁndings, information quantity was expected to be related to accuracy at low levels of
acquaintance, which is consistent with the methodology in
the current study.
We also predicted that normativity would be positively
related to video length. Only one study has examined the relationship between normativity and information quantity,
and either no change or a decrease in normativity was found
over several years of acquaintance (Biesanz et al., 2007). Although normativity should theoretically decrease over time,
this theory was based on much longer lengths of acquaintance than were used in the current study (months and years
vs minutes), and at a very short acquaintance, an increase in
stereotype accuracy was predicted (Biesanz et al., 2007, p.
124; Kenny, 1991). The current study looks at only very
early acquaintance, so the results of the previous study are
unlikely to generalize to the current study. Therefore, it is
plausible that normativity does not necessarily decrease until
more acquaintanceship has been established (Biesanz et al.,
2007; Funder, 1999). Also, normativeness contributes
largely to overall accuracy, which has been examined in several studies, and most of the studies that use methodology
similar to the current study support the positive relationship
between accuracy and information quantity. An alternative
hypothesis is that normativity will decrease over time from
30 seconds to 5 minutes, as judges should have to rely less
on stereotypes when they are exposed to more individuating
cues and are able to more accurately judge how targets are
unique. This alternative hypothesis was not formulated prior
4
By this, we mean studies that experimentally manipulated information
quantity across short amounts of time by having judges observe videos of
different lengths and studies that used overall and distinctive proﬁle correlations and item-level correlations to assess accuracy.
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to data analysis and therefore is not the focus of the current
project.
The current study used the SAM to estimate levels of distinctive accuracy and normativity. This research addresses a
gap in the literature by examining how two components of
accuracy—distinctive accuracy and normativity—are affected by variation in information quantity across thin-slice
exposures. The purpose of the current study was to examine
the effects of varying information quantity for target stimulus
exposures between 30 seconds and 5 minutes on distinctive
accuracy and normativity.

METHOD
Adhering to the 21 word solution outlined by Simmons, Nelson, and Simonsohn (2012), ‘we report how we determined
our sample size, all data exclusions (if any), all manipulations, and all measures in the study’. The materials, data,
and script for this study can be found on the Open Science
Framework (https://osf.io/mrt8f/).

Participant–judges
Participants included 431 individuals (66.36% female) from
46 states in the USA between the ages of 18 and 78
(Mage = 36.27; SDage = 12.10). The states with the largest
representation included California, Florida, Texas, and New
York. Ethnicity was 74.7% Caucasian, 8.35% African American, 6.03% Asian American, 4.64% biracial, and 6.28%
other. Participants were recruited for an online study through
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) and were randomly
assigned to one of four conditions, in which the length of
the video observations differed (30 seconds, 1 minute, 3 minutes, or 5 minutes). Sample size was based on the goal of
having at least 100 participants in each condition. This
allowed for an examination of variability of accuracy scores
across judges in each condition, which was the original purpose of the project for which these data were collected.5 This
sample size was also sufﬁcient to detect a relatively small effect size (f = .16) with power of .80 and a Type I error rate of
α = .05 using a one-way analysis of variance (G*Power;
Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007). Having power to
detect a small effect was an important feature of this study,
as the differences in observation lengths were small, and
therefore, any differences in accuracy were also likely to be
small.

Accuracy criterion of the targets
Self-reports of personality usually include some bias due to
the evaluativeness of some traits and the typical desire to
present one’s self in a positive manner (Funder, 1995; John
& Robins, 1993; Klonsky, Oltmanns, & Turkheimer, 2002;
Letzring, 2008; Vazire, 2010). As a result of this bias, it

5

See Letzring and Colman (2018).
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has been argued that self-reports are not the best estimate
of a person’s ‘true’ personality. Similarly, informant reports, typically solicited from close-known and well-known
acquaintances, are also prone to some positivity bias (e.g.
Hollander, 1956; Klonsky et al., 2002; Leising, Erbs, &
Fritz, 2010). Speciﬁcally, acquaintances nominated by targets tend to see the targets positively and with redundancy
in regard to the self-reports. While two potentially biased
reﬂections of a target’s ‘true’ personality do not aggregate
to be an unbiased representation, combining multiple
ratings is almost certainly better than using only one or
the other.
The accuracy criterion for each target in this study was
composed of self-report ratings of personality as well as
ratings from one or two acquaintances who had known
the target for at least 6 months (ratings from two acquaintances were available for six targets, and ratings from one
acquaintance were available for two targets). Both the target and their acquaintances ﬁlled out the same measure of
personality, although two different measures of personality
were used because videos from four previous studies were
used as the stimuli in the current study. These measures
were the Big Five Inventory (BFI; John, Naumann, &
Soto, 2008) and the International Personality Item Pool 300item version of the NEO-PI-R (IPIP-NEO-PI-R; Goldberg,
1999; IPIP-NEO-PI domains, n.d.; John, Hampson, &
Goldberg, 1991). The BFI is a 44-item measure and has
adequate internal reliability (αs = .75–.80) and test–retest
reliability over a period of 3 months (rs = .80–.90). The
original 300-item version of the IPIP-NEO-PI-R has an adequate average reliability across the ﬁve dimensions
(α = .90; Goldberg, 1999). The two acquaintance ratings
were averaged before being averaged with the self-report,
so that both types of ratings have equal weight in the
accuracy criterion.
Video selection
Video clips all began at the same time-point, regardless of
condition, with the only difference being the total length of
the video. This means that all participants were exposed to
the same targets and a minimum of the same opening
30 seconds of each video. Videos of one female and one
male target from each of four existing video libraries were
used as stimulus materials in the current study, for a total
of eight targets. The targets ranged in age from 19 to
30 years (M = 23.25, SD = 4.29). Two videos contained
footage of three unacquainted individuals engaged in an
unstructured interaction; one video contained footage of
two unacquainted individuals who were instructed to discuss their behaviours across various situations (e.g. when
with family, at social events); one video contained footage
of two unacquainted individuals who were instructed to engage in a set of behaviours (e.g. reading a poem out loud,
playing Jenga); two videos were of an individual engaging
in a mock job interview; and two videos contained footage
of two unacquainted individuals discussing their hobbies.
When more than one person was visible in the video,
judges were instructed to focus on a speciﬁed person.
© 2019 European Association of Personality Psychology

Targets were also chosen so that there was variability in
the levels of the Big Five personality traits, ego-control
and ego-resiliency, happiness or satisfaction with life, dominance, and self-reported state affect following two of the
interactions. See Table 1 for descriptive statistics for the
Big Five traits based on the accuracy criteria. These videos
were selected to create highly generalizable ﬁndings due to
the variation in the targets and situations. Descriptive statistics for the judgments of each trait can also be found in
Table 1.
Personality assessment
After viewing each video, participant–judges completed either the BFI or the IPIP-NEO-PI-R, depending on which
measure was used to create the accuracy criterion for the speciﬁc target. The judges used a condensed version of the IPIPNEO-PI-R that consisted of 60 items (two per facet) to reduce the length of time necessary to make judgments and
to keep the number of items between the two measures of
personality comparable.
Procedures
Participation was voluntary through the MTurk website,
and a 50-cent compensation was offered as an incentive.
Only those who correctly answered at least 80% of attention checks (an example prompt is ‘make sure to select
agree a little to this item’ embedded in a matrix of items)
and completed at least 80% of the procedure were remunerated and subsequently included in the data analyses.
This stipulation was clearly stated in the MTurk posting
and the informed consent document. Consenting participants were randomly assigned through an online data collection website to one of the four video length conditions
(30 seconds, 1 minute, 3 minutes, or 5 minutes). All
participants were informed that they would watch eight
videos no more than 5 minutes in length each, but the speciﬁc lengths for each condition were not disclosed in an

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of targets and judgments
Mean
Accuracy criteria of targets
Extraversion
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness
Neuroticism
Openness to Experience
Ratings from judges
Extraversion
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness
Neuroticism
Openness to Experience

Population SD

Range

3.59
4.01
3.71
2.62
3.55

0.78
0.47
0.42
0.67
0.32

2.25–4.47
3.22–4.56
3.22–4.42
1.75–3.81
3.02–3.93

2.40–4.00
3.38–3.93
3.21–3.97
2.16–2.98
2.71–3.35

0.57–0.91
0.47–0.86
0.60–0.75
0.50–0.72
0.38–0.69

1.00–5.00
1.08–5.00
1.00–5.00
1.00–5.00
1.00–5.00

Note: The population SD for the targets was used to describe the eight targets
used in the stimulus materials. Descriptives for ratings from judges were
computed for each target, so ranges of the values are reported. SD, standard
deviation.
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effort to discourage selection effects.6 When videos
contained more than one individual, participants received
instructions regarding which individual to focus on. After
viewing each video, participants ﬁlled out an other-report
assessment of personality for the target in the video using
either the BFI or the IPIP-NEO-PI-R, depending on the accuracy criterion available for that target.7 Finally, participants completed a basic demographic measure.
Data analyses
The SAM (Biesanz, 2010), a cross-classiﬁed multilevel
model, has been increasingly used within personality judgment research to simultaneously examine both distinctive accuracy and normativity (e.g. Human & Biesanz, 2011;
Letzring & Human, 2014; Rogers & Biesanz, 2014). The
base model is expressed as follows [Equations (1.1) and
(1.2)]:
Y ijk ¼ β0ij þ β1ij TCrit jk þ β2ij Normk þ εijk

(1:1)

β0ij ¼ γ00 þ u0i þ u0j
β1ij ¼ γ10 þ u1i þ u1j

(1:2)

β2ij ¼ γ20 þ u2i þ u2j
Under this model, Yijk is judge i’s rating of target j (the
judge–target pair) on item k of the judgment measure. TCritjk
is the accuracy criterion that was determined through combining self-rating and acquaintance-rating for target j on item
k. Normk is an estimate of the average personality proﬁle for
item k on the judgment measure. Speciﬁcally, this normative
estimate was gleaned by averaging the criterion scores on
item k of each judgment measure across a large library of targets. It is important to note that prior to analysis, Normk was
subtracted from TCritjk. Doing so adjusted TCritjk to match
the operational deﬁnition of distinctive accuracy—how accurately judge i differentiates target j from the normative person, which is captured in the predictor Normk. After this
adjustment, both predictors in the model (TCritjk and Normk)
were grand mean centred.
6

Despite this explicit effort, completion rates differed signiﬁcantly across
2
video length conditions (χ (3) = 10.36, p = .016). Therefore, we explored individual difference characteristics of participants across the four conditions.
No differences were observed for the variables of age (F(3, 415) = 0.68,
2
p = .57), sex (χ (3) = 0.95, p = .81), ethnic dominance coded as White/Cau2
casian versus other (χ (3) = 1.14, p = .77), self-reported Big Five personality
characteristics (all Fs(3, 421 [420 for Neuroticism]) < 1.14, p > .33), empathic response tendencies measured by the Davis (1983) Interpersonal Reactivity Index (all Fs(3, 423) < 1.70, p > .17), or satisfaction with life (F(3,
423) = 2.13, p = .10). Given the similarity across groups on these variables,
the differences across groups in completion rates are unlikely to affect the interpretation of the results.
7
Participants were also instructed to ﬁll out other-report versions of the EgoControl and Ego-Resiliency Scale (Block & Kremen, 1996), Subjective Happiness Scale (Lyubomirsky & Lepper, 1999), Satisfaction with Life Scale
(Diener, Emmons, Larsen, & Grifﬁn, 1985), the dominance subscale of the
Interpersonal Adjective Scale (Wiggins, Trapnell, & Phillips, 1988), and a
measure of state affect, as well as self-report versions of the Interpersonal
Reactivity Index (Davis, 1980), Satisfaction with Life Scale, BFI, Ego-Control and Ego-Resiliency Scale, and the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988). These additional measures were not
included in the current analyses.
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Given this data preparation, the intercept (β0ij) of this
level 1 model is the average predicted value of judge i’s rating of target j on item k when TCritjk and Normk are at their
mean levels. In a similar vein, β1ij is the estimate of distinctive accuracy and represents the average change in judge i’s
rating of target j on item k for a one-unit increase to target
j’s criterion value on item k, while holding the normative estimate on item k at the mean value. Finally, β2ij is the estimate of normativity and corresponds to the average change
in judge i’s rating of target j on item k for a one-unit increase
in the normative proﬁle on item k, while holding target j’s
criterion on item k at the mean value.
As seen at level 2, each of the level 1 predictors was
modelled as a random effect. Speciﬁcally, the coefﬁcients
γ00, γ10, and γ20 represent the average intercept, distinctive
accuracy, and normativity, respectively. Additionally, residual terms are included in each level 2 equation, u0i, u1i, and
u2i, to represent the residual variance attributed to the judge
for the intercept, distinctive accuracy, and normativity, respectively; while u0j, u1j, and u2j represent the residual variance attributed to the target for the intercept, distinctive
accuracy, and normativity, respectively.8
In order to test information quantity in a continuous manner, video length (TIME) was entered as a moderator at level
2 of the base model [Equation (2)]. TIME was measured in
minutes and was treated as a ratio variable such that a value
of 0 represents 0 minute. Therefore, 0 TIME represents
the extrapolation of accuracy coefﬁcients for a video of 0
minute.
β0ij ¼ γ00 þ γ01 TIME þ u0i þ u0j
β1ij ¼ γ10 þ γ11 TIME þ u1i þ u1j

(2)

β2ij ¼ γ20 þ γ21 TIME þ u2i þ u2j
Video length is a ratio variable, even though only four
lengths were used in the current study, and therefore, the
continuous nature of this variable is accurately reﬂected in
the TIME moderator. Here, the coefﬁcients γ11 and γ21 represent the change in distinctive accuracy and normativity, respectively, for a 1-minute change in the video length.
To test the non-linearity of video length, a quadratic effect of time was tested.9 This was carried out by adding the
squared exposure time as a secondary moderator at level 2
[Equation (3)].
β0ij ¼ γ00 þ γ01 TIME þ γ02 TIME2 þ u0i þ u0j
β1ij ¼ γ10 þ γ11 TIME þ γ12 TIME2 þ u1i þ u1j

(3)

β2ij ¼ γ20 þ γ21 TIME þ γ22 TIME2 þ u2i þ u2j
Now, the coefﬁcients γ12 and γ22 represent the quadratic effect of time for distinctive and normativity, respectively.
8

It is standard when using the SAM (Biesanz, 2010) to estimate the dyadic
effects. We attempted to ﬁt all models with these effects included; however,
some models did not converge. Thus, to keep all models consistent, we did
not model the dyadic random effects for any of the analyses.
9
We would like to thank a reviewer for the suggestion of testing the quadratic effect of time.
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Table 2. Social accuracy model parameter estimates for all conditions combined and single conditions
Condition

Fixed effects (SE)
Distinctive accuracy (γ10)
Normativity (γ20)
Judge random effects
τDistinctive
τNormative
Target random effects
τDistinctive
τNormative

All
(n = 431)

30 seconds
(n = 103)

1 minute
(n = 102)

3 minutes
(n = 120)

5 minutes
(n = 106)

.176 (0.040)***
.485 (0.119)***

.152 (0.037)***
.412 (0.106)***

.164 (0.040)***
.478 (0.111)***

.198 (0.047)***
.534 (0.132)***

.186 (0.045)***
.511 (0.159)**

.117***
.387***

.115***
.347***

.127***
.426***

.115***
.395***

.107***
.370***

.111***
.331***

.097***
.282***

.105***
.288***

.129***
.359***

.123***
.438***

Note: Standard errors of the ﬁxed effects are in parentheses. Signiﬁcance of the random effects was tested using nested chi-squared difference tests (Hox, 2010,
pp. 47–50). SE, standard error. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

RESULTS10
As shown in Table 2, signiﬁcant levels of distinctive accuracy and normativity were achieved across all information
quantity conditions combined and in each separate condition.11 Additionally, there was signiﬁcant variability in the
distinctive accuracy and normativity scores across judges
and targets (see judge and target random effects estimates in
Table 2). It is noteworthy that normativity and distinctive accuracy varied approximately as much between judges as between targets. This is contrary to previous research (e.g.
Biesanz, 2010), which has consistently found variance between targets to substantially exceed the variance between
judges. Variance within judges is a necessary condition when
exploring differences between judges. However, in the current study, random effect variance on the part of the judge
(especially within randomly assigned groups) may actually
lead to an underestimation of the effect of information quantity on perceiver accuracy.
The hypotheses were examined by adding video length as
a moderator to the SAM equations. Results for all moderations can be found in Table 3. Video length was not a significant moderator for either distinctive accuracy or
normativity. Exploring these data visually, when estimates
of accuracy across traits were plotted by observation length
(Figures 1a and 2a), a decrease in accuracy was observed
in the 5-minute condition compared with the 3-minute condition. Therefore, a non-linear relationship was also tested by
adding a squared length-of-observation variable as an additional moderator at level 2 of the SAM equations. This
10

Additional analyses can be found in the supporting information on this
study’s OSF page. Data S1 includes one-way analysis of variance (and
Tukey post hoc tests as appropriate) comparing means of distinctive accuracy and normativity across information quantities for traits overall and individual traits, as well as a contrast analysis for traits overall. Data S2 contains
the main analyses from SAM, calculated using trait scores rather than individual items. Data S3 contains results using a proﬁle correlation approach
using the distinctive and normative proﬁles. Results based on these analyses
are similar to the reported results.
11
Multilevel models were estimated using the lme4 package (version 1.1–13)
for R (version 3.4.1) with the lmerTest package (version 2.0–33) attached so
that dfs via Satterthwaite’s approximation, and p values for ﬁxed effects were
available in summary output. This analysis can be found on this project’s
OSF page at https://osf.io/mrt8f/.
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analysis revealed a signiﬁcant non-linear relationship for distinctive accuracy but not for normativity. Although there was
a change in the pattern of results by adding the quadratic
terms, a nested chi-squared difference test (Hox, 2010, pp.
47–50) indicated that there was no signiﬁcant level of improvement to model ﬁt (χ 2(3) = 7.40, p = .06),12 and therefore, this quadratic effect will not be discussed further.
As an alternative method of calculating accuracy scores
and testing the hypotheses, proﬁle correlations were also calculated and compared across conditions with one-way analysis of variance and contrast analyses (see Data S3 for a
detailed description of the analyses and results). This additional analysis makes it possible to more directly compare
the results of the current study to the previous literature.13
However, the reliability for distinctive accuracy correlations
for individual judges across targets is quite low (α = .28),
and therefore, results should be interpreted with caution.14
Consistent with the results of the SAM analyses, differences
across the conditions did not reach statistical signiﬁcance for
normativity, F(3, 426) = 1.83, p = .14, η2 = .01, and were
just shy of the conventional cut-off for distinctive accuracy,
F(3, 426) = 2.51, p = .06, η2 = .02 (Figure S3.2). However,
for distinctive accuracy and normativity, the data were consistent with the predicted increase over observation lengths
based on contrast analyses (Figures S3.1 and S3.2).

ADDITIONAL ANALYSES BY TRAIT
After the initial analyses, exploratory analyses were conducted to examine whether the results differed for individual
personality traits. To answer this question, ﬁve additional
sets of analyses were used in which only the items for one
trait were included in each model. This approach is consistent with previous research that has examined accuracy for
speciﬁc traits in this manner using SAM (Biesanz & West,
12

See Data S2 for a description of results based on using trait scores instead
of individual items. Results are similar, but there are some differences.
13
Item-level or trait accuracy was not calculated due to only having eight targets per judge, which would result in unstable correlations.
14
A main advantage of the SAM is that it is able to deal with this unreliability and estimate more stable accuracy and normativity scores.
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Table 3. Time as a moderator of distinctive accuracy and normativity
Linear effect

Non-linear effect

γ11

SE

p value

γ12

SE

p value

All traits combined
Openness to Experience
Conscientiousness
Extraversion
Agreeableness
Neuroticism

0.006
0.01
0.002
0.03
0.006
0.002

0.004
0.004
0.005
0.007
0.006
0.005
Linear effect

.08
.006
.68
<.001
.29
.71

0.007
0.0006
0.01
0.02
0.008
0.0008

0.003
0.003
0.004
0.006
0.005
0.004
Non-linear effect

.008
.87
.008
.009
.10
.85

Normativity

γ21

SE

p value

γ22

SE

p value

All traits combined
Openness to Experience
Conscientiousness
Extraversion
Agreeableness
Neuroticism

0.02
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.04
0.02

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.01
0.006
0.02
0.0005
0.02
0.02

0.009
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

Distinctive accuracy

.07
.23
.01
.14
.001
.09

.15
.57
.05
.96
.13
.11

Note: SE, standard error.

Figure 1. Normativity as a function of video observation length for all traits combined and for each trait separately. Error bars represent 95% conﬁdence intervals. Take special note of the scaling on the y-axis as they are not identical across plots.
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Figure 2. Distinctive accuracy as a function of video observation length for all traits combined and for each trait separately. Error bars represent 95% conﬁdence
intervals. Take special note of the scaling on the y-axis as they are not identical across plots.

2000; Letzring & Human, 2014) and with computing proﬁle
correlations across only the items for a given trait or averaging item-level correlations across items for a given trait
(Borkenau, Brecke, Möttig, & Paelecke, 2009; Borkenau &
Liebler, 1992; Gosling, Ko, Mannarelli, & Morris, 2002).
These analyses allowed for an examination of whether the effect of information quantity on accuracy differed across personality traits. Due to the exploratory nature of these
analyses, a priori hypotheses were not made, although it
makes sense that more information would be especially useful for making distinctively accurate judgments of less visible traits for which it would be difﬁcult to have access to
enough cues within 30 seconds on which to base personality
judgments. Less visible traits typically include Neuroticism
and Openness to Experience (Funder & Dobroth, 1987; John
& Robins, 1993). The analytic procedure for each trait
paralleled that which was used previously. Speciﬁcally, signiﬁcance of distinctive accuracy and normativity across all
observation lengths was examined using the base model.
Table 4 displays the ﬁxed and random effect estimates for
these trait-level models. Next, for each trait, video length
(TIME) was entered as a continuous moderator of both
© 2019 European Association of Personality Psychology

distinctive accuracy and normativity, followed by the expanded model in which the quadratic effects were included.
Openness to Experience
The base model, across all experimental groups, indicated
neither normativity nor distinctive accuracy for Openness
was statistically signiﬁcant (Table 4). That said, video length
was a signiﬁcant moderator for distinctive accuracy but not
for normativity (Figures 1b and 2b). It is important to note
that the estimate for the time moderator for distinctive accuracy was negative, which means that accuracy decreased
slightly as time increased. The quadratic effects were not signiﬁcant for distinctive accuracy or normativity, and the addition of the quadratic term did not improve model ﬁt
(χ 2(3) = 1.90, p = .59).
Conscientiousness
Across experimental groups, a signiﬁcant level of
normativity for Conscientiousness was achieved but not distinctive accuracy. Video length was a signiﬁcant moderator
for normativity but not for distinctive accuracy (Figures 1c
and 2c). There was also a signiﬁcant non-linear effect of
video length on both distinctive accuracy and normativity,
Eur. J. Pers. (2019)
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Table 4. Social accuracy model parameter estimates by individual trait across conditions
Big Five personality trait

Fixed effects (SE)
Distinctive accuracy (γ10)
Normativity (γ20)
Judge random effects
τDistinctive
τNormative
Target random effects
τDistinctive
τNormative

Openness

Conscientiousness

Extraversion

Agreeableness

Neuroticism

.095 (0.050)
.173 (0.095)

.101 (0.058)
.608 (0.116)***

.146 (0.057)**
.054 (0.513)

.165 (0.032)***
.690 (0.099)***

.060 (0.096)
.599 (0.096)***

.072***
.407***

.150***
.500***

.236***
.429***

.166***
.464***

.115***
.391***

.138***
.260***

.161***
.319***

.151***
1.447***

.083***
.272***

.270***
.263***

Note: Standard errors of the ﬁxed effects are in parentheses. Signiﬁcance of random effects was tested using nested chi-squared difference tests (Hox, 2010, pp.
47–50). SE, standard error. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

and the addition of the quadratic term signiﬁcantly improved
model ﬁt (χ 2(3) = 8.43, p = .04). The quadratic effect was
negative, which indicates that the initial relationship diminishes with increased observation lengths.
Extraversion
A signiﬁcant level of distinctive accuracy, but not
normativity, was found for judgments of Extraversion across
conditions. Moreover, distinctive accuracy was signiﬁcantly
moderated by video length, but normativity was not (Figures 1d and 2d). The quadratic effect was also signiﬁcant
for distinctive accuracy and not for normativity. However,
the addition of the quadratic term did not signiﬁcantly improve model ﬁt (χ 2(3) = 6.90, p = .08) and is therefore not
discussed further.
Agreeableness
In contrast to what was found for Openness, Conscientiousness, and Extraversion, signiﬁcant levels were achieved for
both normativity and distinctive accuracy for judgments of
Agreeableness. Video length was a signiﬁcant moderator of
normativity but not distinctive accuracy (Figures 1e and
2e). The non-linear relations were not signiﬁcant for
normativity or distinctive accuracy, and inclusion of the quadratic term did not signiﬁcantly improve model ﬁt
(χ 2(3) = 4.69, p = .20).
Neuroticism
Similar to what was found for judgments of Conscientiousness, signiﬁcant levels of accuracy were achieved for
normativity but not distinctive accuracy across experimental
conditions for judgments of Neuroticism. Neither distinctive
accuracy nor normativity was signiﬁcantly moderated by
video length (Figures 1f and 2f). Likewise, the non-linear relations were not signiﬁcant for distinctive accuracy or
normativity, and inclusion of the quadratic term did not signiﬁcantly improve model ﬁt (χ 2(3) = 2.79, p = .43).
Proﬁle Correlations
As with the main analyses, the data for separate traits were
also examined with the more traditional proﬁle correlation
approach (Data S3). Caution should be used in interpreting
these results, as each judge–target correlation is only based
© 2019 European Association of Personality Psychology

on the 8–10 items for each trait, and reliabilities of the distinctive accuracy (range = 0.05–0.29) and normativity
scores (range = 0.22–0.68) for individual judges across targets are low (Table S3.2). Distinctive accuracy differed signiﬁcantly across groups for Extraversion, F(3,
426) = 18.87, p < .001, η2 = .12, and ﬁt a linear increase.
Distinctive accuracy was higher at 3 minutes and 5 minutes
than at 30 seconds and 1 minute but did not differ for 3 minutes versus 5 minutes or 30 seconds versus 1 minute
(Table S3.3 and Figure S3.2). Normativity differed signiﬁcantly across groups for Conscientiousness, F(3,
426) = 3.63, p = .01, η2 = .02, and Agreeableness, F(3,
422) = 3.51, p = .02, η2 = .02, although the only groups that
differed signiﬁcantly were 3 minutes and 30 seconds. Both
traits ﬁt a linear increase. These results are consistent with
what was found using SAM.

DISCUSSION
It was predicted that both distinctive accuracy and
normativity would increase as observation length increased,
based on previous research that supports the acquaintanceship effect and the information quantity moderator. For distinctive accuracy when all traits were combined, the
hypothesis was not supported: time was not a signiﬁcant
moderator. In addition, there was no signiﬁcant change in
the model ﬁt for distinctive accuracy when the quadratic effect of time was added, indicating that a drop-off in distinctive accuracy at higher levels of information quantity did
not better explain the pattern of results. For normativity with
all traits combined, the hypothesis was also not supported, as
both the linear and quadratic effects of time were not significant moderators. These ﬁndings are in contrast with previous results that found increases in levels of self-other
agreement and overall accuracy as information quantity increased (Beer & Watson, 2010; Borkenau & Liebler, 1992).
Despite this, previous research has also suggested that the effects of time on accuracy may be trait speciﬁc, and thus, examining traits overall does not necessarily provide a full
understanding of this relationship (Brown & Bernieri, 2017).
When all traits were combined, both distinctive accuracy
and normativity reached statistical signiﬁcance for all
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observation lengths. This ﬁnding is especially important in
this context because it provides additional evidence that with
access to only relatively small amounts of information,
judges were able to describe targets in ways that reﬂected
what the targets were really like and in ways that were consistent with what the average person is like, at levels that
are greater than chance. These ﬁndings are consistent with
previous research that has found statistically signiﬁcant
levels of accuracy for thin-slice exposures of less than 5 minutes (Ambady & Rosenthal, 1992; Beer & Watson, 2010;
Borkenau & Liebler, 1992).
Additional analyses focused on each trait separately. For
Openness, distinctive accuracy and normativity did not reach
signiﬁcant levels when all observation lengths were combined, indicating that there may not be enough relevant
Openness cues within these videos for judges to achieve signiﬁcant levels of distinctive accuracy and concurrently that
judges are not relying on the knowledge of the average person when making judgments of this trait. Despite the fact that
accuracy of Openness did not reach signiﬁcance, there was a
signiﬁcant negative linear trend of distinctive accuracy
across time. This may indicate that conﬂicting cues about
Openness were being made available with longer observations, and therefore, distinctive accuracy decreased with
more information; or perhaps, judges had a difﬁcult time
with correctly using more cues to judge Openness.
For Conscientiousness, a signiﬁcant level of normativity
was found when all conditions were combined, indicating
that the knowledge of the average person is used in early
judgments of Conscientiousness. Time signiﬁcantly moderated normativity of Conscientiousness, and addition of the
quadratic effect signiﬁcantly improved model ﬁt for both distinctive accuracy and normativity of this trait. This suggests
that while there is a signiﬁcant linear relationship between
time and accuracy, this relationship diminishes in magnitude
with increased exposure. This ﬁnding could indicate some
level of unpredictability in accuracy of Conscientiousness
with shorter quantities of information, as well as a possible
drop in attention as time went on. It is possible that with longer quantities of information (such as 25 minutes, 50 minutes,
3 hours, etc.), the anticipated linear trend in accuracy across
time would become more apparent (Blackman & Funder,
1998; Letzring et al., 2006).
For Extraversion, when all observation lengths were examined together, judges achieved a signiﬁcant level of distinctive accuracy but not of normativity. It is possible that
targets provided a high number of relevant Extraversion cues
in these short interactions, even in the ﬁrst 30 seconds, and
therefore, judges were more likely to base judgments on the
unique aspects of the targets rather than on what the average
person is like. This is consistent with previous research that
has found that traits with more observable cues, such as Extraversion, are more easily judged (Funder & Dobroth, 1987;
John & Robins, 1993). Time was a signiﬁcant moderator of
distinctive accuracy for this trait, indicating that distinctive
accuracy increased across thin slices of observation. This is
in line with previous research that investigated the role of information quantity for accuracy of Extraversion, which
found that this trait showed the greatest increase in accuracy
© 2019 European Association of Personality Psychology

over short interactions (5-minute conversation compared
with zero acquaintance) compared with any other trait
(Brown & Bernieri, 2017).
For Agreeableness, signiﬁcant levels of distinctive accuracy and normativity were found when all observation
lengths were combined, indicating that judges use cues provided by the target as well as knowledge of the average person in judgments with short observations. In addition, time
was a signiﬁcant moderator of normativity, but not distinctive accuracy, indicating that judges used more information
about what the average person is like for judgments of
Agreeableness as time increased. These results ﬁt with previous research that has found a linear trend in accuracy of
Agreeableness over time with short information quantities
(Brown & Bernieri, 2017; Carney et al., 2007). Because a
signiﬁcant linear trend for distinctive accuracy of Agreeableness was not found, longer observation lengths may be required for judges to gather the cues required for more
distinctively accurate judgments of this trait.
For Neuroticism, judgments across observation lengths
achieved signiﬁcance for normativity, which indicates that
judges use information about what the average person is like
when limited information about Neuroticism is available. In
addition, time was not a signiﬁcant moderator of either distinctive accuracy or normativity of Neuroticism, which ﬁts
with previous research indicating that accuracy of less visible
traits requires greater quantities of information compared
with other traits (Blackman & Funder, 1998; Letzring et al.,
2006). Therefore, a longer acquaintanceship may be necessary for signiﬁcant distinctive judgments of Neuroticism to
take place and for accuracy of this trait to see noticeable
improvements.
Implications and future directions
These outcomes are an important addition to the information
quantity literature because previous work regarding information quantity has not always focused on judgments of personality traits and has also not examined how the components of
distinctive accuracy and normativity are affected by shortlength (e.g. thin slice) observations. While proﬁle correlations have been a common approach in accuracy research
when examining how well judges can rank traits within a target (or items within a trait), this method of analysis suffers
from low power and instability of correlations (Schönbrodt
& Perugini, 2013), because correlations are often across a
small number of items for each judge–target pair. In contrast,
the current research utilized the multilevel model SAM,
which provided the ability to investigate multiple components of accuracy through a more powerful analytic approach. The ﬁndings indicate that even brief amounts of
exposure to others via videotaped interactions or interviews
can result in levels of distinctive accuracy and normativity
that exceed chance levels but that increases in distinctive accuracy and normativity as a result of increased observation
times of 5 minutes or less are only seen for some traits.
Based on these ﬁndings, it is clear that there are a number
of differences in the effects of information quantity based on
the trait of interest. For Conscientiousness and Extraversion,
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the linear increase in accuracy decreased in magnitude across
time, while for other traits (such as Openness and Agreeableness), accuracy increased or decreased in a linear fashion
across short information quantities. In addition, the speciﬁc
ways in which judges are accurate in terms of normativity
and distinctive accuracy vary depending on the trait. These
differences at the trait level are notable in that they indicate
that certain traits beneﬁt more from increases in information
quantity when time is limited compared with others and that
judges achieve accuracy in different ways depending on the
trait. These ﬁndings are in alignment with previous research
that has found differences in how length of acquaintanceship
affects accuracy depending on the trait and point to the idea
that examination of separate traits is essential to more fully
understand the effects of information quantity on accuracy
(Brown & Bernieri, 2017; Carney et al., 2007).
It is interesting to note that across all conditions, judges
achieved signiﬁcant levels of distinctive accuracy for Extraversion and Agreeableness but not for the other traits. It is interesting that this ﬁnding applies to the trait of
Agreeableness, because this is a trait that has been found to
be judged with lower levels of accuracy compared with other
traits at short information quantities (Carney et al., 2007; Human & Biesanz, 2011). This indicates that relevant cues for
these traits are being made visible in the short interactions
used in the current stimulus materials. In contrast, the traits
of Conscientiousness and Neuroticism were judged with signiﬁcant levels of normativity, which indicates that judgments
of these traits are more in line with what the average person
is like, and that possibly less relevant information was visible
which necessitated judgments that were more prototypical
and less distinctive. Agreeableness was judged with signiﬁcant levels of both normativity and distinctive accuracy,
which indicates that judges use a combination of visible target cues and knowledge of the average person in judgments
of Agreeableness when only limited information is available.
Openness to Experience was not accurately judged in either
regard, which could mean that neither type of information
is readily available in such a short time frame, and that a longer acquaintanceship is necessary to achieve accuracy for
this trait. With shorter quantities of information, there appear
to be a number of subtleties present in how judges perceive
targets, in that cues provided by a target are more likely to
be used in judgments of some traits, while knowledge of
the average person is more likely to be used in judgments
of other traits. It is unknown if these ﬁndings would generalize to brief in-person interactions, and therefore, future research should examine relatively short face-to-face
interactions of differing lengths to determine how this inﬂuences distinctive accuracy and normativity of personality
judgment.
While examination of separate traits provided a greater
understanding of the role of variations in information quantity across relatively short amounts of time on different types
of accuracy, there are still several unanswered questions
about factors of the judge, target, and situation that could inﬂuence this effect. The current study did not examine how
aspects of the judge inﬂuence this relationship, in that certain
judges may beneﬁt more from smaller amounts of
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information compared with others, and this difference could
also depend on the trait of interest. In addition, the types of
situations and contexts that are used within the stimulus materials may play a role in the effects of information quantity
on accuracy, especially when investigating thin slices of information. Future research should also investigate cue type
and frequency to more fully understand the amount of information judges are being exposed to in ways other than measurements of time. Due to the extensive nature of the
behavioural coding required for this type of project (Letzring
& Human, 2014) and the fact that only eight targets were
used (two in each situation), this type of analysis was not
within the scope of the current research but is a worthy avenue for future research.
A ﬁnal recommendation for future research is to pool together large bodies of data from previous accuracy studies to
conduct similar analyses as utilized in the current study. As
previous accuracy research has utilized different statistical
techniques (proﬁle correlations, item-level correlations,
SAM, etc.), with comparison being complex across different
methods, it should be a priority for accuracy researchers to
compare across work with more ease and test previous ﬁndings with more powerful approaches. It is likely that this
would produce more discerning conclusions, as large
amounts of data from multiple studies could be analysed
using the same statistical methods and interpretations.
Limitations
One possible limitation of the current study is that judges
were recruited using MTurk, which means that there was
no control over the environment in which the observations
and ratings were made (Crump, McDonnell, & Gureckis,
2013). Participants may have been distracted (Clifford &
Jerit, 2014), and attention to the protocol (especially the stimulus videos) may have been less than ideal. This caveat may
explain the decrease in accuracy in the 5-minute condition
compared with the 3-minute condition that was best explained by a non-linear effect in a few of the analyses. It is
possible that participants in the 5-minute video condition
may have simply lost interest and did not pay attention to
the entire video. However, the ﬁnding that both types of accuracy were above chance levels for all conditions when
traits were combined is evidence that participants were attending to the videos and making ratings based on those
videos on a level that we would expect from participants in
a monitored lab setting, indicating that this type of sample
is appropriate for accuracy research. Furthermore, there is
some ecological validity to this methodological issue in that
it is also likely for people to become distracted in real-life interactions and not pay attention to the people whom they are
observing or with whom they are interacting. The potential
problems with an MTurk sample were also minimized by requiring participants to pass attention checks and complete
most of the study for their data to be included in analyses
(Hauser & Schwarz, 2016). Despite the possible limitations
of MTurk research, the ﬁndings demonstrate sufﬁcient attention was paid to the instructions, videos, and
questionnaires/measures.
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Another possible limitation comes from the stimulus materials used for this study. While previous research has utilized videos as a way of assessing accuracy (e.g. Biesanz &
Human, 2010; Colman et al., 2017; Letzring, 2015), it does
lack ecological validity in that participants were not
interacting with targets face-to-face. Despite this limitation,
using videos instead of face-to-face interactions allowed for
the creation of conditions in which all participants in a single
condition were exposed to the same stimulus, and participants in different conditions were all exposed to the same targets. This, in addition to random assignment, allowed for a
causal test of the link between observation length and judgmental accuracy, which is uncommon in research on judgmental accuracy and therefore a strength of this particular
study. Future studies could also include situations where
the targets interact with people that they know and/or are
performing tasks alone in order to broaden the generalizability of the situations. Targets could also be observed engaging
in situations or tasks of their own choosing as opposed to following an experimenter’s speciﬁc instructions.
To increase generalizability of the ﬁndings, ﬁve different
situations were presented in the videos. All of the situations
took place in the lab and were of a medium situational
strength (Marshall & Brown, 2006; Snyder & Ickes, 1985),
meaning that behaviour was allowed to vary somewhat, depending on the personality of the targets. In addition, each
of the situations took place between two or three people
who had not met before. Therefore, the ﬁndings can at least
be generalized to other contexts in which strangers interact
in situations where there are only moderate expectations for
appropriate behaviour, and therefore, behaviour is likely to
provide some relevant cues to personality. These results
may also generalize to observations of targets who know
each other, and to weaker or stronger situations, but those
are questions for future research. Certainly, there is a relation
between the type of context in which targets are observed
and the effect of information quantity on accuracy. For example, strong situations with very little variation in behaviour across targets may require especially high quantities of
information for accuracy to increase, whereas weak situations may require much smaller quantities for the same
amount of increase in accuracy. Also, cues relevant to some
traits will be more easily available in some situations than
others, and the traits related to these relevant cues will beneﬁt
more from additional observation time than other traits.
Another possible limitation of the current study was the
use of only eight targets across all judges. Previous accuracy
research has typically made a trade-off between the numbers
of judges and targets, depending on the focus of the research,
and it has been common to see smaller numbers of targets
when a large sample of judges is needed (Funder & Colvin,
1988 used eight targets; Letzring, 2015 used 10 targets).
For example, Biesanz et al. (2007) used a design in which
participants were rated by up to two other acquaintances,
without the use of any stranger ratings. Research in information quantity focusing on the target has utilized 150 targets
with only two judges per target (Funder & Colvin, 1988),
as well as 100 targets with only 24 judges (Borkenau &
Liebler, 1992). Work focusing on the judge has utilized
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334 judges and 30 targets (Carney et al., 2007). Other work
has used even smaller numbers of judges and targets (176
judges who each rated ﬁve to seven targets in Brown &
Bernieri, 2017; 180 judges who each rated three targets in
Letzring et al., 2006). Within the information quantity literature, there has been little consensus as to the most ideal number of targets and judges, with obvious variations across
studies depending on the question of interest.
Based on the wide variety in target sample size throughout previous research, it is difﬁcult to identify the ideal ratio
of targets to judges, especially in information quantity research that focuses on the ability of the judge. Despite this
lack of consensus, the use of eight targets is a limitation that
makes generalization to other target pools difﬁcult, and it is
possible that research investigating a different set of targets
may ﬁnd slightly different outcomes. Despite this limitation,
the targets selected for this study were chosen in an effort to
represent variability across traits, affect, and situations to increase the generalizability of the ﬁndings. Future research
should aim to utilize a larger pool of targets to more fully understand the nuances present within accuracy at short information quantities, especially considering there are still
many unanswered questions regarding the effects of targetspeciﬁc factors in understanding the role of information
quantity on accuracy.

CONCLUSION
Overall, videos of short lengths all yielded signiﬁcant levels
of distinctive accuracy and normativity when traits were
combined. In addition, a linear trend in accuracy as information quantity increased was not found using a more powerful analytic approach compared with previous research,
indicating that differences in information quantity at small
levels may have limited effects on accuracy of combined
judgments of the Big Five traits. When traits were examined
individually, different results emerged depending on the
trait of interest. The ﬁndings have implications for methodological designs within the ﬁeld of personality judgment accuracy that aim to use video target stimuli and MTurk (or
other online crowdsourcing platforms) and indicate that
even short observation lengths can result in accurate judgments. This study also advocates for the use of SAM in
analysing accuracy, as this approach is more statistically
powerful than traditional proﬁle and item-level correlations.
Finally, this research demonstrates the importance of investigating the separate components of accuracy rather than
just accuracy as a single construct, as well as the beneﬁt
of examining traits separately in an attempt to more fully
understand and explain the reasons for achieving more accurate judgments.
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Data S1. ANOVA Results
Table S1.1 Comparing means of distinctive accuracy and
normativity across levels of information quantity with all
traits combined.
Table S1.2 Differences between distinctive accuracy for
levels of information quantity with all traits combined.
Table S1.3 Contrast analyses testing the prediction that distinctive accuracy and normativity would increase as observation
length increased with either equidistant contrast weights (-3, 1, +1, +3) or unequal-distant contrast weights that represent the
actual differences in time between groups (-15, -11, +5, +21).
Table S1.4 Comparing means of distinctive accuracy or
normativity across levels of information quantity for individual traits.
Table S1.5 Tukey post-hoc tests to test for signiﬁcant differences between means of either distinctive accuracy or
normativity for levels of information quantity for individual
traits.
Data S2. Main Analyses Using Trait Scores
Table S2.1 Social Accuracy Model Parameter Estimates for
All Conditions Combined and Single Conditions, Using Trait
Scores
Figure S2.1. Normativity and distinctive accuracy as a function of video observation length for all traits combined, when
using trait scores in the SAM analysis. Error bars represent
95% conﬁdence intervals. Take special note of the scaling
on the y-axes, as they are not identical across plots.
Data S3. Proﬁle Correlations
Table S3.1 Proﬁle Distinctive Accuracy Scores for All Conditions Combined and Single Conditions
Table S3.2 Proﬁle Scores for Individual Traits for All Conditions Combined and Tests of Differences Across Conditions
Table S3.3 Results of Tukey Post-Hoc Tests
Figure S3.1. Normativity calculated with proﬁle correlations
as a function of video observation length for all traits combined and for each trait separately. Error bars represent
95% conﬁdence intervals. Take special note of the scaling
on the y-axis as they are not identical across plots.
Figure S3.2. Distinctive accuracy as calculated with proﬁle
correlations as a function of video observation length for all
traits combined and for each trait separately. Error bars represent 95% conﬁdence intervals. Take special note of the
scaling on the y-axis as they are not identical across plots.
Data S4. Constraints on Generality (COG) Statement
(Simons, Shouda, & Lindsay, 2017).Supporting info item
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